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EAST LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO, WEDNESDAY, JUNE 7, 191 1
HEAT

PROSTRATIONS

DENIED

EARTHQUAKE IN

TRANSPORTATION

Washington, June 7. No wholesale
heat prostrations and no cases of of
ficers calling enlisted men uncom
plimentary names was tne gist of a
telegram to the war department to
day from General Mills, commanding
the first separate brigade at Galves
ton, regarding the long practice
march to San Antonio and return. In
stead of hundreds of men falling un
GREAT LOSS OF LIFE ATTENDS
STEEL TRUST ACCUSED OF AT
conscious by the roadside because of
TEMPT TO SECURE CONTROL
SEVERE SHOCK FELT THERE
the hut wave. General Mills said that
EARLY TODAY
OF IT ON OHIO RIVER
150 men in all were allowed to leave
the column for various causes, not ail
due to the heat. Many of the men
SOLDIERS AMONG VICTIMS rejoined their companies before reach- CHARGES ARE PRESENTED
ing the camp General Mills reported
BARRACKS e.eveu heat cases in his command PiTTSBURG MAN PLACES FACTS
ARTILLERY
WHEN
now. iie commended the conduct of
BEFORE HOUSE INVESTIGATBETWEEN SO
COLLAPSED,
his brigade as excellent.
ING COMMITTEE
AND 70 PERISHED

MEXICO

CITY

BY WATER IS

KILLS MANY

DANGER?

CITY EDITION

panic The conference at the White
House was the final step in the cam
palgn of prevention and he added that
if the administration had declined to
permit the combination of the two
big steel properties he would have op
posed H In the steel corporation.
Judge Gary declared that President
Roosevelt's action In acquiescing in
the deal was a piece of "real con
structive statesmanship."
Gary asserted the Steel corporation PRESIDENT TAFT CONFIDENT OF
never wanted a monopoly of the iron
CONTINUATION
OF TRANand steel industry of the country and
IN
MEXICO
QUILITY
had consistently opposed such a com
bination as the very worst thing that
could happen to the corporation.
DIVISION IS DREAKING UP

TROOPS ARE

TO

BE WITHDRAWN
FR01 J BORDER

CIVIL SERVICE

Best Thing Out
A Conflagration

FUGITIVES

MUST RETURN

faacramento, Cal., June 7. Gover
nor Johnson has honored the requlsl
tion of the governor of Pennsylvania
for Michael P. Karlath, banker and
steamship agent, wanter at Wlndber
and Scalp Level on charges of em
bezzlement of between $30,000 and
$75,000, belonging to the coal miners.
The governor also honored the re
quisition of the governor of Missouri
for the return of John Christian, REVOLUTIONARY
HERO'S ARRIV
wanted In Barton county for seduc
AL IN MEXICO CITY SIGNAL
tion.

MADERO

HAILED

WITH JOYOUS
ACCLAIM

FOR WILD ENTHUSIASM
STILLMAN-WHITNE-

WEDDING

San Francisco, June 7. One of the CHEERED DY THOUSANDS
largest and most fashionable wed
WARSHIPS AND SOLDIERS WILL dings of the season took place in GREAT THRONGS ROAR WELCOME
Trinity church today, when Miss Mil
RETURN TO HOME STATIONS'
TO HIM AS CARRIAGE TAKES
dred Whitney, daughter of the late
THROUGHOUT COUNTRY
HIM TO PALACE
Calvin E. Whitney of this city, became
the bride of Ernest G. Stlllman. eon
READY FOR ANY EMERGENCY
nw FEARFUL ONIIS ENEMIES
stm?an'
nun. uaiiner, a large party or guests
from New York attended the cere-- l
DISTRIBUTION OF TROOPS SO AR mony.
DESPITE DENIALS, IT IS KNOWN
RANGED AS TO MAKE
HE HAS TAKEN STEPS TO RUN
EASY
DOWN PLOTTERS
DAUGHTER OF BELASCO DIES

EXAMS

Another bunch of examinations to
be held in Jas Vegas has been an
nounced by the United States civil
service commission. The dates, sub
jects and salaries paid to successful
PIONEER SURGEON DEAD
who receive appointments
candidates
A
GARY
IN
STILL
STREETS
WIDE FISSURES
WITNESS
i'nii.uelpui&, June 7. Dr. Joseph
are as follows: June 17, assistant in
Price, one of the pioneers in abdry land agriculture, $1,200- to $1.-HEAD OF CORPORA- 800;
HOUSES
ADOBE
CRUMBLED, dominal surgery in this country and EXECUTIVE
agricultural assistant, $1,600 to
one of the most foremost gyneoolo
TION DECLARES ROOSEVELT
BEOCCUPANTS
BURYING
$1,- $2,000- - entomological assistant,
000
gists in this city, died last night fol
to $1,800 per year; June 14,
SAVED COUNTRY IN 1907
NEATH TONS OF DEBRIS
lowing an operation for appendicltia
stenographer and typewriter, $900 per
He operated for appendicitis on a young
New York, June 7. Mrs. William
7.
Mexico
Washington, June
Charges al year; June 21, apprentice draftsman
City, June 7. An earth
June 7. As evidence Elliott died late
Mexico City, June 7. Amidst th9
girl shortly afternoon yesterday and leged to have been made by Senator ordnance bureau, $300; scientific as of Washington,
yesterday at Colo
dePresident
belief
that
Taft'g
peace
wildest
quake at 4 o'clock this morning'
enthusiasm, Francisco I.
rado Springs. She was a younger
was operated on for the same trouble
Oliver, of Pennsylvania, that the sistant, bureau of fisheries, $900 to has been practically restored in Mex
Jr.,
Btoryed scores of buildings, includin
of
today entered the seat of
less than four hours later. Dr. Price United States Steel
David
Belasco.
was
She
daughter
teacher
lEdian
service, $720; ico, with a stable
corporation is en- $1,200;
government capable married on January 22 last. Her ill the government which he overturned.
the artillery quarters, where seventy was a former president of the Ameri
$1,in
assistant
standardization,
grain
of coping with the situation, the with- deavoring to get control of water 20
toldiers were burled In the ruins. can Medical association.
ness followed almost immediately The demonstration was the greatest
to $1,800; July 5, veterinary in
on the Ohio river
transportation'
drawal by degrees of the armed forcee She
be
number
wounded
?ead
and
The
spent two months at Ashevllle, which the capital nas known in a gen
of
animal
bureau
spector,
Industry,
of the United States from the doors N.
through the absorption of the Pitts
tween fifty and seventy.
C.,
30 and 31,
hoping that the air would re eration. Business was practically sus
of Mexico began today. The first or- store
burg Coal and Coke company and the $1,400 per year; August
6,000 GO ON STRIKE
to health and left Ashevllle pended and the streets through which
her
Several persons were killed through
for
teachers
1,000
f
Philippine service,
Mongahela River company were pre
der refers to the two hundred marines for Colorado.
the revolutionary leader made his
the collapse of the building occupied
Cleveland, Ohio, June 7. Six thou sented to the house Steel Trust In to $1,200. Further Information may at
Guantanamo, Cuba, who will re
triumphal way were gay with flags,
by the street railway and power com sand united garment workers went vestigating committee today by Rob be obtained by application at the East turn to
their home stations and ships.
Las Vegas postoffice.
bunting and flowers, while from the
pany. At Duena Vista, the railway on strike today to enforce a demand ert C. Hall, of Pittsburg.
POSTAL SALARIES RAISED
This will be followed very shortly
throats of tens of thousands came
tracks were twisted. The shock was Jor recognition of their union.
E. H. Gary, replying to questions
7
June
The
salaries
Washington,
by the northward movement of the
roars of joyous acclaim.
followed by an explosion of gas at
NO POLO MATCH TODAY
by Chairman Stanley, denied that the
soldiers comprising the provisional of a thousand postmasters in every
The noise of welcome began when
7.
New
the army barracks which added to
second
The
June
York,
had
such
Steel
state
and
will
increased
any
plans
be
corporation
terrieory
brigades at Galveston and San DIeio.
SISTER OF GARFIELD DEAD
the
the horror of the scene.
of
great crowd at the railway station
between
the
game
polo
English
In mlrd. Mr. Hall Is a former presiFrom San Diego most of the soldiers on July 1 next as the result of the
first caught sight of Madero as he
Los Angeles, June 7. Mehitabel G dent of the Pittsburg Stock exchange. and American teams for the interna
Warehouses at the Mexican Central
of
will go to San Francisco and Mon annual adjustment
compensation
owbrldge, ninety years old, a siste: He said the Steel corporation has a tional polo championship, which was terey.
station collapsed and an engineer was
announced yesterday by the postof emerged from his private car and
'
a
into
car
stepped
quickly
killed. A private boarding school of President Garfield, died here late
wailing
contract for coal at a price to have bepn played this afternoon
fice
are
The
increases
Even the maneuver division at San
department.
building was wrecked but none of the yesterday. Mrs. Garfield, the widow of that represented a loss to the min at Westbury, L. I., was postponed un- Antonio will be split up into seveni mostly $100 a year, a few running to riage. Shouts of "Viva Madero"
swelled into a great chorus as the cry
occupants was injured. The national the president, at present on Long Is ing companies. A deal is pending, he til Friday at 4:30 p. m. on ac units and distributed
throughout $300 while in occasional cases, reduc
palace had one of its walls cracked land, has bee notified by telegraph. paid, for the transfer to the Steel cor-- , count of the ' wet condition of the Texas. As- a matter of precaution, tions are made because of diminish was taken up along the streets leadI field.
from the railway station through
and the keystone of one of the arches
poratlon of a large acreage of coal
however, the division will be arrang- ed business. The adjustment is based ing
'
out the city.
cathed
ancient
The
bonds
wa3 displaced.
guar
land, to be paid for in
ed so that it can be quickly assem- on the gross receipts of the offices.
ADA
ral of Santo Domingo was also badly
Bowing and smiling to right and
anteed by the Steel corporation.
bled to meet any emergency.
HAS
left, Madero was driven to the naThere is no doubt in my mind," ROOSEVELT
damaged.
The warships which have rendezvtional palace and then to the home
oused at Guantanamo and San Diego, STRIKE HALTS WORK
The oscillations moved from north
G. M.CARY Air. Hail declared, "that the deals
MADE-MQMI-SES
of his rather, at Berlin and Liverpool
since last March, will not be withmean the ultimate unipniem oi a,u
to south and openefl wide tissues In
streets."
The crowds fell la behind
drawn at this time, although even that
coal In our district by rail and the
(the streets. The adobe houses crumON SEWER SYSTEM as
Senthe carriage passed, until
TOwater
of
is
under
AT
consideration.
NOON
CEREMONY
PRETTY
noisy
eradication
competition.
cannot
be
question
bled but the dead in these
EX-PHE
IS
ESI DENT DECLARES
but friendly procession had formed.
ator Oliver agrees with this view."
DAY UNITES WELL KNOWN
numbered at present. The shock was
UNPLEDGED FOR CAMPAIGN
BY CON- Scores of civilian societies, political
EMPLOYED
LABORERS
Judge Gary again today declared
most severely felt In .the western porYOUNG PEOPLE
SPARRING IN M'NAMARA CASE
and
organizations, women in carriages and
Roosevelt
President
1912
OF
that former
TRACTORS QUIT WHEN REtion of the city, though buildings in
Los Angeles, June 7. Of interest
soldiers in parade uniform moved to
not
Root
State
of
former
Secretary
were
of
the capital
FUSED INCREASE IN PAY
the central part
in connection with the coming dethe
home
the
noon
the
of
at
At
the
of
quick step musio of the military
tday
the
absorption
sanctioned
only
wrecked. The only forelgned killed
Springfield, Mass., June 7. Colonel fense of the McNamara brothers was
bands.
by
Iron
932
the
and
Coal
company
occurred
Tilden
avenue,
Tennessee
bride,
known.
as
was a Chinese, so far
Because they were refused an adheld it to Theodore Roosevelt said today, with the refusal of the prosecution to supItwas a spectacle stirring and un
marriage of Miss Ada Blanche Wray the Steel corporation, but
a
with
the
defense
of
the
ply
copy
he
a
that
to
vance
reference
of forty cents a day the work- usual but amd the popular rejoicing
story
published
a
avoid
widespread
to
be
necessary
and Guy M. Cary. Rev. E. C. Ander
evidence heard by the grand jury. men
Fine Home Wrecked
financial disaster. Mr. Gary declared would support. Mr. Taft in the next The
employed in the construction of could be detected an undercurrent of
El Paso, Tex., June 7. A telegram son of the First Methodist church perprosecution supported its atti- tb6 Las Vegas sewer system refused resentment on
1907
in
conditions
financial
anew
that
the part of unreconcil
presidential campaign.
tude by a new state law, which proreceived here indicates that many of formed the ceremony in the presence
had to be
to go to work this morning. Not dis- ed aristocracy
that
were
something
such
that looked on silent
colIn
no
is
the
"There
American
report vides that the defense is only entitled
truth
the fine homes in the
not unmoved.
of relatives and a few Immediate done to prevent the spread of the
mayed by the action of the men
though
wrecked
were
by
to
to
before
trial
Mexico
five
such
I
have
in
tliat
any
City
support
copy
agreed
days
ony
and Ryan, the contractors,
Rumors of plots against the life of
an earthquake today. E. N. Brown, friends of the couple.
man for president in 1912. I have begins. To this the defense replied
RETURN
TO
DIAZ
WANTS
the gang and considered the the revolutionary hero of the
off
National
bewere
attended
Mexican
and
not
day were
bride
of
did
groom
in
the
The
law
the
that
question
president
St. Louis, June 7. Reiterating his neither made any such statement elincident at an end. They say that rife, as were reports that secret arthe
until
come
after
grand
territorial
H.
operative
railroad, telegraphed:
good
J.
Meriwether,
by
work will
according to plans. rests had been made. Antonio
original statement that he intended even discussed the matter."
Sevjury convened, and does not apply in No laborers had been
roads engineer, and Miss Edith Wray, going to Europe, Senor Jose Yves
'Big earthquake at 4:30 a. m.
engaged to reformer chief of police, waS
this case. Judge Willis took the proh-leeral killed in the Santa Maria dis- sister of the bride. The home was Limantour, former minister of finance
NAT SUES TO GET GIFTS
who
this
those
morning at taken into custody last night. Immuduce
quit
advisement
under
trict. My house badly wrecked. All
mofrom
his departure
l.os Angeles, June 7. Just a
a late hour this afternon.
prettily decorated in roses and other of Mexico upon
nity as members of the house of dep- our American friends safe."
St. Louis last night, amplified it by ment before the files of the superior
was
setsewer
""Work
on'the'
attractive
an
utles is said to have stayed the arm
Mexico
begun
yei
made
came from
flowers, which
- The message
his mission on the continent court docket clerk closed late yester- KNOX EXPLAINS THE
saying
a
force
of
mein
of the law against others alleged to
employed
being
lines.
terday,
railroad
telegraph
City over the
ting for the ceremony.
was to seek out Porfirio Diaz, fallen day, attorneys representing Nat Goodat $1.33 per day. The men appeared have been implicated in a plot, the dis
Santa Maria is a suburb of Mexico
a
few
months ago president of Mexico and induce him win filed 'suit to recover from Edna
Mr. Cary until
the wage but when they covery of which was followed by the
.
.
1 1, ..
i
i
i
RECIPROCITY PACT content with
City.
uy cue to return to the country of which he Goorich, the actor's recently divorced
was employed as wire cuiei
for work this morning the arrest of W, L. Dunn, an American
reported
years.
He was president thirty-fou- r
wife, stocks, bonds and real estate
Colorado Telephone company.
demanded $1.75 per day. Messrs. Mc- at Monterey, and Daniel de Villiers,
Recorded at Washington
The
at more than $250,000.
valued
acassume
Govern and Ryan refused to grant the a former police head. These two men
to
BEGOES
this
STATE
OF
7.
SECRETARY
position
up
gave
Seismographs
Washington, June
amount sought, represents the sum
raise and a lengthy argument ensued are accused of being at the head of
were
Las
the
of
Vegas
PILED
COMMITTEE
entire
country
tne
SENATE
tive
TRAINS
management
FORE
FOUR
throushout
transferred to Miss Goodrich in a
whihe some more or less elo- the plotters.
during
the
AT ITS REQUEST
Steam Laundry, which is owned and
jarred at an early hour today by
agreement signed in May,
quent language was used. After the
Madero's special train was preceded
most severe earthquake that has been conducted by him and his partner, J.
UP IN ONE WRECK 1908, six months prior to the marmen had been paid Chief of Police to the capital by a score of other
recorded in several years. It is esti- B. Ament. Mrs. Cary was also an em7.
In
response Ben Coles adressed the
Washington, June
riage of the two, which occurred in
laborers, who trains which went up the line yester
mated to have occurred four thou- ploye of the telephone company, being
of the same year. Good- to an urgent request, Secretary of were still
November
about the ditch, day to participate in the demonstra- from
standing
The
some
time.
,
sand or five thousand miles
uinfor
senchief operator
FIVE TRAINMEN KILLED in
win avers that at the time the agree- State Knox appeared before the
and told all those who did not intend tions enroute and escort the rebel genWashington but in what direction romance which culminated in marriage
ment was made, he was the husband ate finance committee today to ex- to work to
USUALLY DISASTROUS SMASH-Uget out of the way..
eral Into the city. The occupants of
telecould not be ascertained.
of
the
offices
was begun In the
of Maxlne Elliott, and that it is there plain further the Canadian reciproc
IN CONNECTICUT
The order was obeyed, all the men these trains, filled the platforms of
The
committee
hoped
phone company.
fore void.
ity agreement
' Scene of Temblor Located
leaving the place and' none remain- the stations where stops were made,
final vote on the measure
a
Mr. and Mrs. Cary are estimable
take
to
unusul7.
An
June
Conn.,
ing to begin work. The men kept re- but the general public remained outFairfield,
Seattle. Wash., June 7. A violent
late today.
young people and have a large numTO
HERE
WEDDING
occurred
ATTEND
wreck
west
in
to
be
disastrous
freight
turning In large numbers during the side, held In restraint by a cordon of
ly
earthquake, supposed
An opinion from Secretary Knox as
ber of friends in this city. They left
ern Mexico, was recorded on the seis this afternoon on a trip to Den- near here early today, when four Governor and Mrs. William J. Mills to the effect of the Root and other day and Chief Coles finally threaten-- police. On alighting from his car here
rail- arrived this afternoon from Santa Fe
mograph of the University of Wash- ver and Cripple Creek Colo., where freight trains on the New Haven
the com ed to arrest anybody who loitered Madero was greeted by Senora Aguiles
tf. attend the Cunningham-Clar- y
wed- amendments was sought by
4 o'clock this
one
about the trenches, which are located Serdan, one of the heroines of the
killing
3
into
another,
and
road
between
piled
ington
mittee which met in executive seswill visit relatives.
in the alley Just west of Charles Ro rebellion, who handed him a laurel
five trainmen and injuring at least ding, which will be celebrated tonight.
The disturbance lasted half they
. morning.
sion.
senthal s store on Center street. Dis- Wreath. Senora Serdan Is the widow
seven.
an hour. The sheet recording the
The committee, however, adjourn trict
The trains in the wreck were three
BRIDE WAS KNDNAPED
Attorney Charles W. G. Ward of one of the first of the revolutionary
east and west vibrations wag shaken
"
SENATE APPROVES
ed until tomorrow without reaching a was
to. He told the work consplitors to lose his life.
His
off the drum.
Another sensational kidnaping oc- extras and the regular; New York fast
appealed
Root
on
a report
the
as
to
decision
men they had no right to hang about homa In Puebla, In preparation for
curred in Las Vegas today. Mrs. G. fcelsht One of the extras jumped
other amendments. Mr. Knox, it and bother the contractors or other the revMt was used as a storehouse
M Carey, a bride of about one hour, the eastDound track and crashed into
SPECIAL INQUIRERS or
Also Recorded At Lawrence
reiterated the conten
understood,
is
on
for rifles and ammunition.
The secLawrence, Kan., June 7. A violent was kidnaped from her husband anfl a second train which was passing
in that workmen.
administration
the
tion of
runwas
discovered
ret
the
by
government
Messrs.
McGovern
and
say
earthquake was recorded by the sels tr.ken to the Santa Fe railway station, the west bound track. Trains
Ryan
amendments to the reciprocity
and Serdan was killed in defending
mnmrh at the Kansas State uni in an automobile by a party of her ning close behind each other, the two IT RATIFIES APPOINTMENT OF any
they do not expect to suffer any
would be fatal to it.
measure
aluniREINTO
The
had
made
into
the
his home. When the husband fell his
Mr.
crashed
wreckage
friends.
arrangeextras,
Cary
here
today.
or
early
the
of
because
versity
delay
VESTIGATE LORIMER
strike. They say they can get all the wife and her two Bisters seized rifles
versity authorities expressed the opin, ments with Dan Rhodes to make the most Immediately.
GUNBOAT TO NICARAGUA
Two of the engine boilers exploded,
and continued the resistance until they
ion that the earthquake wns in west Journey to the station In a cab. Re
Washington, June 7. Has the lit- laborers tehy desire. The contractors were
remonstrated when invited into the simultaneously, and the wreckage
era Mexico.
overpowered. The women were
also
asserted
men
that
the
7.
June
Eureka
unanimous
employed
Washington,
already
By
tle steam schooner
vehicle without his bride as he did not caught fire and burned.
vote the senate today approved the landed arms and ammunition which yestreday are either inefficient or lazy thrown into Jail where they languishcare to make his honeymoon trip by
action of the committee on privileges it was said to be carrying to assist and nBt worth the money paid them. ed for months. With the triumph of
Cablet Not Affected
Mrs. John L. Zimmerman arrived and elections in naming a
New York. June 7. None of the himself. But he was forced into the
in the revolution against President Messrs. McGovern and Ryan say that the Madero party a Serdan society was
The this afternoon from her home in Los
com' cab and taken to the station.
or telegraph
cable
of eight to conduct the new Diaz of Nicaragua? The navy de- if local laborers do not care to do the formed here and Senora Serdan was
local
to the-- capital to greet the
panles reported , today any Interrup bride managed to elude her captors and Angeles, and will be here a few days Lorimer investigation. The sub-copartment and the NIcaraguan legation work: they can obtain plenty of work- brought
folhusband
to
Los
soon
her
cause she and her famand
the
will
man
return
whose
She
for
allege.
Angeles
men
which
join
in
service
which
of
Denver
out
tion
and Pueblo. It is not
this
generally
under the resolutoin there are trying to figure
mittee,
lows In the district where the earth "friends" of the couple had to con- to attend the commencement exer- adopted, really becomes a separate problem. The American gunboat believed there is any hope of a com ily had suffered so much.
A brief address of welcome wa
quake Is severest. The South Ameri tent themselves with throwing rice cises of the Los Angeles high school committee, is clothed with wide au Yorktown Is now headed for Amapala promise as the contractors are strong
c
cables were and tying old shoes to the baggage of at which, her daughter. Miss Eileen thority and will begin Its work imme to follow up the search for 'the Eu In their refusal to grant an Increase
can and
the happy couple.
In wages.
Zimmerman, will be graduated
(Continued on Page Flve
diately.
working all right.
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NERVE OF BOY CONFERENCE
SCOUTS TESTED

IN

MP

PRACTICAL JOKES PLAYED
ON
THEM WHILE AT THE CLIFF
DWELLINGS

OF A BUILDING TWO

CHARITIES AND

THOUSAND FEET

CORRECTION

HIGH PLANNED

AMERICAN POLO PLAYERS AT WORK

Bill

rw

BOSTON

ENTERTAINING THIRTY- - GOTHAM TO HAVE THE WORLD'S
EIGHTH ANNUAL SESSION OF
TALLEST STRUCTURE, TOWERNATIONAL BODY
ING 2,000 FEET

v

A A
i

jpf

i'

;'

"Injuns," that word that has terriNew York, June 7. An office build
Boston, June 7. The thirty-eightfied pioneers and trappers In years annual
IN"
meeting of the National Con ing 2,000 feet in height may become
gone by, struck horror into the hearts ference of Charities and Correction,
near
as
in
future
the
i reality here the
of some of the Las Vegas Boy Scouts which began a week's session in Bob- - result
of possiblitles revealed by re
while the patrol was In camp near the ton
today, has brought together near cent investigations. Such a building
ancient, cliff dwellings of Santa Fe ly two thousand men and women who would be
nearly three times the
county Sunday night. As is the cus- have made a study of the best mean height of what Is now the tallest in
r ' I ....
tom of the scouts pickets were kept of
s
A
the world and' twice as high as the
caring for or reforming the
: 5.
on duty. George H. KInkel and Lieuand defective, feeding the Eiffel tower which Is merely of skeletenant Hayward decided to play a trick
That's what the
gives you.
hungry, educating the ignorant and ton construction. With the erection
on the guards. They borrowed some reforming the transgressor.
More than that. Not only one seaof the 700 foot Metropolitan tower it
war bonnets and blankets from friendProminent among those scheduled to was thought that the limit had been
son of entertainment, but many sealy Indians and persuaded some of the address the 'conference are Governor reached under the present building
sons.
boys to don the warlike regalia and Foss of Massachusetts, Dr. Charles W. code. But construction has
v - ...
already
prowl about the camp after nightfall. Eliot of Harvard, Sherman C. Klng- - begun on an office
And you don't have to go to crowded
building rising 48
Edward Ward, son of the popular sley of the Chicago bureau of char feet
and the latest invest Iga-- l
theatres
higher
or go out in bad weather. You
.
i
Lr.st Ve'gas night patrolman, was the ities, Miss
non snows that the maximum safe been worked by men acting in cou the
Mary E. Richmond of the if
can
conservatives answer that the
first scout to do guard duty. At 11:30 Russell
stay right at home and enjoy in perfect
Sage Foundation, Rev, Wash height for such buildings at present ples, one to handle the finances, the man
comfort
whatever kind of entertainment you
is taking the chance of
he saw the form of an Indian creepmanyin
ington Gladden of Columbus, 0., Dr is 2,000 feet. Such a building to con- other to do the poisoning. The for- an
in
mood to hear the best music
How-eveare
the
r
extravagant housekeeper.
ing toward him.
George W. Goler of Rochester. Jacob form with the requirements of safety mer, to begin operations, selects a
movement
any
which
and
of every sort.
entertainment
impresses
"Hey, you!
Stop!" commanded A. Riis, the New York sociologist and would only have to have a base 200 certain section of the
city, preferably uie vaiue or careful buying and hon
Ward but the figure kept moving to- author, and Mrs. Florence
The
time
next
are
you
passing, 6 top in and hear the
Kelly, sec feet square to stand on, and now that one in which one or more large stables est selling is
Victor. Or make a special trip you'll feel well repaid.'
important
ward him. Ward turned and walked retary of the National Consumers' this fact has been
nowadays.
brought to light is located. His assistant is then sent even though It makes
No obligation to buy, but if you do want to buy you
to the other end of his beat and was
marriage an act
can get a Victor for as little as $10. Other styles up to
there is talk of an office structure of out to poison two or three horses a of heroism and
league.
supplies Newl York
dismayed to find another Indian crawl$250, and on easy terms if desired.
In connection with the conference 120 stories. While it of course would day for a week. This is
accomplished with about a million domestic heroes
ing toward the camp.
will
held
not
be
the
week
rise
meetings
2,000 feet above the street by giving them, as the opporunity may
during
"Que qulere? Quo quiere?
by the National Conference on Truant. level, it would double the height of occur, a lump of sugar, half an apple
TO DISCUSS CHURCH ROWS
Valparaiso, vamos ex cathe- Buckward, Dependent and Delinquent the greatest skyscraper now
existing or some other equine delicacy loaded
Biddeford, Me., June 7. Delegates
dra," yelled Ward, putting into play Children, the National Conference of and serve to demonstrate the vale of with
poison. There Is no monetary representing the French-speakinCa
his entire vocabulary of classic Span- St. Vincent de
Paul, the American Red buildings of heights never before at gain in this, the preliminary staee. tholics of New
ish. At this outburst the savages, evi Cross,-- the Association of Poor Law
England and portions
ESTfK&USHED 1661
which
While
is
the
tempted.
Increasing value
merely done to create a of Canada assembled in convention
dently angered by his speech, sprang Officials, tho National Probation Off- of real estate makes
a prime favorable state of affairs, that is from here
height
today to discuss the trouble-upon him. It may be said to the cred- icers' association
and the National consideration, the problem of trans the viewpoint of the grafter. As soon
out of the action of Bishop
growing
it of young Ward that he fought like Jewish Association for Social
portation in such a building would be as the poisining is talked
of Walsh of Portland in
e tiger.
When he found who his
a serious one. The only legal height the financial man
gets busy. He goes ing a number of
as
assailants were he proved to be a Rood
restriction at present Is that no struc to the owner of a large stable, men- a result of a prominent laymen
over the man
disptue
sport and accepted the joke as a clev
ture shall have a weight of more than tions the numerous deaths from poiagement of church property. In accord
er one.
PLEAD GUILTY TO
fifteen tons to the square foot and a son, and offers protection for a sum: ance with the
provisions of the "Cor
George Noll was the next to take
2,000 foot high, 200 foot square build varying from $25 to $100 a week.
and
poratlon Sole," or law governing the
the guard. He also was pounced upIf
the owner refuses to pay, coercion
would come within this limit.
ing
CRIME
OF
MURDER
management of religious properties
on by Indians and became so frightThere remains then only the solution la brought to bear in the shape of a
Bishop Walsh has denied the laity the
ened that he jumped over sixteen
of the elevator problem to bring to few deaths among his animals. The
RESORT
right of representation In the manage
sacks of supplies. John Reed was anNew York a building nearly half a feet that the two grafters were never ment of
PRELIMINARY
HEARING
the
church
OF
SUSIn th Healthproperty. His at
other scout to be frightened by the
mile in height and capable of housing seen together made the game a diffi titude in the
PECTS RESULTS IN
matter has met with
ful New Mexiprowlers. Reed is one of the nerviest
cult, one to stop, but the final round
40,000 workers.
strong resentment on the part of the
can Ro kies,
members of the patrol. But the sight
ing up of the gang of poisoners should lay members In the French
Where
Men
Best
Are
near
of two big Indiarm coming at him
Las Vegas
parishes
end this peculiar
since the pen which are numerous thorughout this
STAOE LEAVES EVERY noRNINQ AT 8 O'CLOCK EXCFPT
Estancia, N. M., June 7. When ar
While investors etnd speculators are alty under the lawgraft a
through the dark was too much for his
SUNDAYS
is
heavy one.
section. The protesants declare they
Inqulr. mt ROMERO MERCANTILE CO.,
raigned for the murder of Juan Per- - busying themselves with the
, 2Q
PhonB
fortitude.
possibili
will carry the dispute to Rome, and S35
Polo Matches Costly
Max Ilfeld has been jollied by the alta of Tajulque before Justice of ties of various agricultural crops and
other scouts considerably because of a the Peace Powell here yesterday scanning the weather bulletins close
That polo is essentially the snort falling to get redress there, they will
ask the civil courts to order an ac
Eduardo
Mrs.
and
Juan
PeralTrujillo
tunt that he pulled
oft while
ly, bankers; and others in this city not of millionaires but in its highest
ta
of the church property in
and
her
counting
Isabella
step
daughter,
the
one
are
n
walking
guard
night. To keep
scanning the Washington crop of development only for
his courage at the proper pitch he Maldonado entered pleas of guilty.
able financiers for posslbiltles for aires is shown by the staggering fig- the Portland diocese.
They were held to the grand jury heads of local institutions. For
fcept repeating aloud: "Halt! Who
many ures covering the cosrt of the Internawithout bond. Trujillo will likely be years the national
Warning to Railroad Men
comes there?"
has
capital
supplied tiona polo matches on. Long Island. InK. S. Bacon, 11 Bast St.. P.ith Me.,
Scoutmaster George FHzslrnmons sent to Santa Fe for safe keeping and to the great local corporations exe deed, next to owning an ocean-goinsends out this warning to railroaders:
telephoned today that the party had the women held in the bounty ailJ cutive heads such as the late Paul yacht, there is probably no more ex- "A conductor on the railroad, mv
'
HAS
I
work caused a chronic Inflammation
left
Santa Fe
and would
Morton,
ar here.
Conservative esti- of
Vanderlip, Cortelyou and pensive pastime.
the
and
I
was
According to the mounted nolice. many others.
kidneys,
rive in Las Vegas Friday evening.
miserable
In fact New York has mates place the cost of the interna- and all
Made from distilled water
played out. A friend advised
the women still decline to talk about
Mr. Fitzsimmons has entire
developed an increasing tendency to tional matches at more than $600,000 Foley Kidney Pills and from the
charge of the
day
affair but Captain Fornoff says look to
the party, Lieutenant Hayward aud
Washington for men of this to cover a possible three hours play. I commenced taking them, l began to
that Tnijillo confessed the entire class, and
P. S. Hale having abandoned the
attitude which has been or at the rate of $3,333 a minute. Nat regain my strength. The inflammaJob
crime.
cleared and, I am far better than
to take up other employment.
Intensified by financial revelations urally such an expensive game is not tion
I have been for
The officers says that upon return
The
twenty
PHONE 227 MAltf
during the last few months. Because generally known, and as a result the weakness and dizzv sneiia years.
n
fhi
ing home last Sunday night, Peralta of his record in
out a deficit items place the expenses of the Brit of the past and I highly recommend
wiping
found Truijllo there and a quarrel of some
POSTMASTERS IN SESSION
$15,000,000 and putting the ish team by the time they reach home Foley Kidney Pills." O. G. Scahefer
ana nea uross Drug Co.
ensued during which Peralta was
postofflce department on a paying bas- will amount to about $500,000. Some
Waterloo, la., June 7. Postmasters
struck on the head with a club and is,
of the leadnig cities of Iowa rounded
Frank
Secretary
Hitchcock could members of the British team have had
DR. BROWN THE SPEAKER
killed. Tnijillo, the officers say, was
up in force here today for the fifth
undoubtedly come here with much to come all the way from India. On
June 7. A disti
Wasnington,
assisted
by the women in takintr the prestige. Railroad officials
annual convention of their state aswho see the other hand, it is said by those who ed audience filled the Belasco
a
mile
Theater
and
a
body
half
away where in this accomplishment an
sociation. The president of the asso- a
opportunity are in close touch with the situation, this morning at the commencement
brush
was
fire
built
and
the
remains
for
the readjaustment on a more
ciation is S. J. Robertson of Fort
equal that the American players without exercises of George Washington Unicremated.
basis of the relations between the post- Dodge and the secretary, Frank Nim- .uie ocean nave spent an versity.
The principal adress was
Whether or not the body was dis othce
nocks of Ottumwa. The Sunday eios
department and the carriers in equal amount. In addition, the Polo delivered
membered first, is not known.
by Dr. Elmer Ellsworth
the
of
matter
lng of the postoffices is one of the
remuneration for the association has expended between Brown, United States
commission,
chief subjects to be discussed at the
transportation of the mails have been $40,000 and $50,000 for grand stands of education
chancellor-elec- t
and
of
MAP
OF
to
YORKTOWN FIELD
quick
meeting. The principal speaker will
acknowledge Hitchcock's at the Meadow Brook grounds. The New York
University.
be P. V. DeGraw, fourth assistant
New York, June 7. Some interest achievement in spite of their com- thirty-fiv- e
English ponies and those
postmaster general. The session will ing relics of George Washington were plaint that they lose every year in of American players and substitutes,
this connection a greater sum than the perhaps 200 in
continue until Friday.
included in a collection placed
on
all, range in value from
deficit which the postmaster pnnrUi $500 to $5,000
sale today at the Merwin-Clayto- n
apiece. At a reasonable CUTICURA
rooms.
CURES
Probably the most important has wiped out. But that Mr. Hitch- average of $2,000 they aggregate $400,
item on the list was a rare content cock will come to New York in a pri 000. This rounds up a total
Shake Into Your Shoes
of $550,00
Allen's Foot-Easthe antiseptic pow- porary map of the field of Yorktnwn vate capacity in the near future h, for transportation, keen and care hut
der. It relieves pamfuL smarting, said to have been engraved at the spite of what he has
accomplished does not include the unavoidable perPhone main 60
tender, nervous feet, and Instantly special request of General Washing ana me possibility of larger income sonal bills of the players. These are
nere
takes the sting out of corns and bun- ton.
is
and
The map was designed by Sebfor demonstration date
merely a matter ior kipmu,. not to be measured, but they should
nun among men who have seen other cause the total to
ions. It's the greatest comfort dis- astian Bauman, a military
touch $600.000 a First Father is Cured of an Erupengineer
o, tne Continental army, and
officials forsake the caDital fnr th very tidy sum for a
covery of the age. Allen's Foot-Eas- e
few hours play.
tion that Burned and Itched Day
makes tight or new shoes feel easy. It In Philadelphia in 1782. The map is golden reward of the
metropolis, h,
and Night. Then Baby is Cured
is
Heroism
Marriage
Ago
a
the
is
.
7
certain relief for sweating, cal- aeaicated to "His Excellency, General
I
crop of possibilities there are
OHM, wew Mexico.
a
New
York
oi
Hash.
seems
of
lous, swollen, tired, aching feet. Al- Washington, Commander-in-miio- f
to
be
course
a
well
Distressing
numhsr
b
f
supplied
with heroes, according to the latest
follow the course of
ways use it to break in new shoes. the United States of America."
Spon- standard set for the achievement of Neighbors Pleased to Find a Sure
er ana undertake the orivate
Try it today. Sold everywhere, 25
rr,,v.
Cure for Skin Afflictions.
heroism here which comes as a result
of law here. Charles
cents. Don't accept any substitute.
nTTHiiBli
Considering that it is so rar.
,v
of a recent investigation of the inNew Yorker, who now
For FREE trial package, address Aladvises the
sistency should be the most valimMa
suffered for eight years with what the
"I
'
len S. Olmsted, Le Roy, N. Y.
... creased cost of living.
actors called the "seven year itch.' This
presiaent politically, is al
of ail jewels.
Briefly, the inthe local public eve becanao n.r i, vestigations find that a man to marrv was like small red pimples such as form on
at
the face but they burned and itched, day and
in this city must be a
ight. These pimples were from my ankles
rapid advancement. Rvnorc
hero, while anincoporatod)
on
but
up,
other
mostly
my
report holds that it takes just tried doctor after doctor thighs and arms. I
however, holds it Uhw
j
xt....
but their medicines
as much courage on the
Tork will wait another
no relief. But at last I struck the
part of the broughttreatment
was. Cuttcura
this
f,
adding materially to the list of famous woman. As a great majority of the right
bought a set of the Cuticura Remedies
Q
9
Cu.
anH
men wnich this city has drawn
city's
ttcura Soap, Ointment and Pills
population
who
have
a!
arrived
and
few
a
from a
applications brought relief. When I had used
tne capital.
marriageable
vichave
fallen
age
WOOL.
about half the set 1 was
There is one reason above all others which makes S. S. S.
cured and after
tims to the arrows of Cupid, Father using two fuU sets I wasnearly
the
well and best of aU I
Professional Horse' Poisoners
an ionics, ana that is because it is the most
have
stayed cured.
Knickerbocker may proudly boast of
perfect of all
The police here bellnva ),.
"About four months
our baby began,
blood purifiers. Any system which needs a
something like a million heroes and to be covered with a rashago,
tonic, needs a blood puri-fi- er cave
and his head with a
finally succeeded In breaking up heroines who
for it is impure blood which causes the
sore.
Back
of
spreading
the
ears, the fiesh
though they may not be cracked open and the
weakened, run-d(Jone of the strangest as well oa
poor baby would
condition of the body. S.S.S. is made
in
line
for
tUl
It
cratch
of
medals
bled.
have
Carnegie
He
qualientirely
worried, cried and
roots, herbs and of the meanest forms of
eould not sleep. Then we bought a set of
graft which fied for the title, according to the lat
barks, which possess not only strengthening properties, but at the the
Cuticura and with a few applications the
members
of
the
alsame time are recognized as ingredients of the
est standard.
underworld,
Meanwhile discussion burning and Itching ceased, baby stopped
greatest value for ways fertile in such schemes, have is rife as to
worrying and could sleep. When this single
which of the contractus set
removing every impurity, poison or taint from the circulation 5 5 5 ever developed. This form
had gone we had no use for any more as
of -- run n parties is more heroic. The
.. ,11
the
and
baby- was never trnuhicH
nri.h
w
improves
appetite
eoniprALII truaf UltfCtUttJ
digestion, corrects stomach disturbances no way resembles the good old bunco
The neighbors who saw the condition
gain.
ratives hold out for the man since 'he of
and steadily tones and builds the system up to
the baby all asked what cured him and
wo'
It games ofthe professional sTiamun. v... Is
perfect health
Trinidad.
taking the chance of being able to when we tuld them, they were surprised
adds to the blood the rich, healthful properties it
and
needs, and In every has brought about lnstM thJ
to
find
a
sure
pleased
earn enough to live on at the
curs for these skis
present
way enables the system to stand the strain of the long, hot summer calling of professional horse
iflictions. Edward H. Carter, 323 North
poisoner high prices. The progressives, hownu
.
S. 5. 5. cures all diseases and disorders
vamaen,
oi.,
The
methods of earning a livelihood
j Maw. 6, 1010." .
arising from weak or impure
A tin
atn nf riiinn-- . n.- ever, urge the claims of the wife since
in this manner as revealed hv
blood. Book on the blood and medical advice free. 5. 5. 5 is for
ften sufficient, rendering K toe
the
economical
sale
retment for (rectloM of tbe skin IM
and min ho 14
ture of the gang of poisoners are sim she not only shares his chance but hap throughout
at drug stores.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO, ATLANTA
tne world. Potter
A Chtm.
the spending of a large part of the inCA
o
Prop, . 135 Columbus Aw! BoswnT Mat
ple, as practiced here the game has come
Maiied free, latest Cuticura Book
for household expenses. To' this
oa Treat.
ttnt ol Skin and Scalp Aflectlons.
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FIGHT TO FINISH
IN THE MAJOR
LEAGUES
DOPE ON HOW TEAMS SHOULD
FINISH COMPARED
WITH
OTHER SEASONS
By Decoration day each season tho
major league teams can pretty weil
tell what their chances are for a good
position In the race at the close of
the season. By this time the teams
have all met In a series of games, and
know pretty well what they are up

against.
In the American League Detroit.

1
than last year at any time.
In the National League Cincinnati
and Boston have fallen off materially
Philadelphia increased her percentage
over a hundred and fifty points, while
tsew lork, Chicago, Pittsburg, Brook
lyn and St. Louis have about the
same per centage they bad last Beason
at this time.
This speaks well for Chicago, Pitts
burg and St. Louis, as they have fin
ished a long string of games on the
eastern circuit, while last year they
were headed for the east at this time.
The New York Giants have done
Just enough better with the start In
the east and, being a good road club.
tan now be counted on to make tho
race to October.
It looks as if Cincinnati and St.
Ivouis would have it out for the head
or the second division, with the reds
the favorites. It will be a fine race
between Boston and Brooklyn to keen
tut of the last place. It looks very
much like New York and Chicago for
the honors, with the pirates always h
dangerous club, but slowly going back
as Wagner slows up.
Dopesters look for the National
league race to settle down to one of
the most Interesting for years and a
big money maker for the clubs. Should
the Tigers slip a few cogs, and
make a good showing on tho
road, with Boston, New York and
Philadelphia hustling, the race in the
American league may yet be turned
into a sporty proposition with bis
money in sight for the magnates,

Chicago and St. Louis have a much
larger percentage of victories than
at this time yast year; Philadelphia,
New York and Washington have made
a much poorer showing; while Cleveland and Boston have about the same
percentage as last season.
Last year the eastern teams went
west before Decoration day, and had
a chance to fatten up their percentage
on the home grounds. This season
the western clubs had this advantage
and Boston was the only eastern club
to hold her own. Detroit has shown
good fighting qualities, and the chan
ecs are tnat tne Tigers will make a
stubborn resistance before giving up
the lead this season. The advantage
that St. ' Louis had on the home
grounds this year has helped to give
WITH THE F.GHTER8
the club a better percentage; with no
better baseball team.
The Chicago White Sox have al"Philadelphia Jack" O'Brien's big
ways been noted for consistent work
on the home grounds, but are proving boxing club in the Quaker City hat
gone on the rocks.
quite erratic on the road. Nearly .200
Reddy Brennen, who fought Jack
than
season
better
last
points
gives Everhardt
and other noted light
evidence that the Chicago team is a
is running a messenger ser
much stronger aggregation than at .veights,
vice in Walla Walla, Wash.
this time in 1910.
Cleveland ha3
done nearly as well as last season,
IN CONFERENCE
LUTHERANS
and should come stronger toward the
last of the Beason.
Washington, June 7. The General
Is i 00 Synod of the Evangelical Lutheran
Washington's
percentage
The church of the United States, the old
points less than last season.
Senators will pick up on the home est of American Lutheran bodies, as
grounds, but are not likely to finish stmbied in the Luther Place Memo
any better than in 1910. New York rial church in this city today for its
biennial convention. The
has fallen off 150 points and yet no forty-fiftone would like to predict this team conference is attended by several hun300,000
in the second division at the close dred delegates representing
members of the church. The sessions
of the season.
will last a week or longer. Proposals
The champion Athletics were over
for a closer affiliation with other
200 points short of last season's perdenominations in church and mission
centage on Decoration day. Their fall-- ' wok will
be discussed. The conferlng off has made it plain to all that ence
also is expected to take the fin
the club has been weakened this sea- al
steps for the adoption of the new
son, and while they may yet make a oemmon
Lutheran hymnal.
stand for the pennant they have no
better chance on present form than
Boston, and yet close to the last nlac
Foley Kidney Pills are a true mediwas assigned, the Boston team by cine. They are ben'ing, strengthenand tonic. They act
many writers early this spring, when ing, antiseptic
nuickly. O G. Schaefer
and Red
the fact is the team Is much stronger Cross
Drug Co.
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WHY IT PAYS TO BUY
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ADVERTISED GOODS
Because the advertiser has done
something to inspire confidence.
He has not only explained the value and
usefulness of his product, but has put his personality and
reputation behind his
statements.
He can be trusted because his
very business existence is at stake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of
investing his capital, not
only m making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove
permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not
only a protection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of
quality.
You are justified in
being suspicious of unadvertised goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to
spend
money in telling others of their goodness.

Chi-ciig- o

h

TH ED MATI N EDED
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Always Pays

tional commission heeds numerous
requests for reform in this direction.
There Is no exouse for pugilistic tactics and all over the country baseball
fans who desire clean sport are opposed to such methods. When the
race tracks were, 'open there was
a standing rule that persons who
Indulged In wordy warfare or fisticuffs
should either be heavily fined or ejected permanently, with the result that
even lawless Individuals were com- -'
pelled to be on their good behavior.
A similar rule should be applied to

baseball, It is argued, and some of
the biggest men In "the government
of the national game are urging the
commission to take action. Messrs
Johnson, Herrmann and Lynch all
favor clean ball and are firmly opposed to kicking. For that reason it
is believed that they will soon frame
a rule to prevent fighting on the ball
neld which will provide for Bimnen
slons of long duration or excessive
fines.
Patrons of the game pay to
see expert ball playing, not slugging
ana rowayism, and their wishes in
this matter should rproi
recognition, It is believed.
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Four of the Beauty Chorus.
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Alexander the Great continues to
bag games for the Quakers. He is
one classy pitcher.
Pittsburg fans flgjure that the Pir
ates are due for a winning streak
now that they are playing at home,
lore Fisher, the Old Southern
league pitcher, Is now manaeine the
Anniston team In the Southeastern
league.
The Chicago Cubs have sismed
Southpaw Bernie Coss of the Viateur
college team, at Bourbonnais, 111.
jar. ssyivanus Gresor. the- vnnne
Cleveland pitcher, has about every- tnmg a genuine We league shooter
should have.
The pennant-winnin- g
New Bedford
team Is at the bottom of the heaD.
being held down by seven husky New
England league teams.
If the Detroit Tigers can hold their
own during the eastern trip they will
be in a good position for a clean-uwhen they return home.
The champion Athletics started the
season poorly, but when they finally
caught the step they lost no time
in marching to the front
Bill Bergen W catching good ball
for Brooklyn. The way the veteran
shoots the ball around the diamond
is as fine scenery as the Yosemfte
valley.
The Cuba took the lead In the Na
tional league on May 25 In 1910, and
on May 29 this season, but thev are
having harder work to stick near the
top this year.

Electric Irons
On 30 Days Trial
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OHLMEYER BAND

PREDICTED

A FEATURE

NOV. 1912

TWO CONCERTS HERE ON JUNE
14TH PROMISE MUSICAL TREAT
OF RARE MERIT
A feature

of the Ohlmeyer

IN

Coro-nad-

o

FOLLOWING

TRANCE, ST. LOUIS
GIRL MAKES STARTLING

I

p

PROPHECY
St. Louis, June 7. That the world
will come to an end within one year

band, which organization is coming to the Duncan opera house for and six months is the
prophecy of
two concerts on June 14, is the va- Miss
Minnie Smith, who, with thirriety of its soloiats. Mr. Ohlmeyer
Minnie Sneed, lies in
will present John Hughes, who is fast what
purports to be a religious eo
coming into fame; Herr Franz Helle, stasy or trance at No. 2610
Locust
the only fluegel horn soloist street.
They are said to have been in
in America; Otto H. Jacobs, a Belthat condition nearly a week.
gium euphonium solist, and a musiThe forecast was given in 50 differ
cian of extraordinary ability; Henry
ent languages, according to others of
Mayer. Jr., who makes a specialty of
the xylophone, and James J. Seebold, the Pentecostal doctrine, who stood
about the bed; one of them, they said
piccolo solist.
As to the program to be presented, being a language never before heard
Ohlmeyer has the reputatjon of be- on earth that In use among the an
ing a program builder of exceptional gels. But Eugene M. Atkins Qualified
merit, and his programs carefully ar- as an interpreter and gave out the
ranged Include the very best In the prophecy thus:
military band, standard ' and classic
"The Loud will take up His chilii
sic, as well as the meritorious dren, upon whom He has
set His seal,
popular hits of the day.
to the marriage supper before one
A feature of the Ohlmeyer band Is
year and six months are passed.
the fact that he makes a specialty of
"And after that will come a Deriod
Sousa's as well as Herbert's comof tribulation for three years and six
positions. Critics have been unanimous
in acknowledging the fact that out- months, during which there shall be
side cf the two named composers no sua and no night, but the earth
themselves he has no equal in the shall be lit with God. and the moon
shall be blood.
country in conducting the music of
"And a strange people will
Mr. Herbert or Mr. Sousa. For years
worship
Ohlmeyer has been an earnest work- antlrChrist in Jerusalem, and set up
er in bringing out the music of Mr. a horned beast and worship it, and
Herbert, because he believes In popu on the foreheads of all who kneel belar music to serve the taste of the fore It enall be set the mark of the
masses, but he wants that popular mu- beast
sic to be good. What could be more
"And whosoever refuses to worship
delicious and dainty for a concert it shall be beheaded.
band, with a full complement of reeds,
"But at
than Herbert's "Bandinage," dr to beast all the end of the reign of the
his worshippers shall be
bring out the full scores of the driven
into
a lake of fire, and they
.
brasses !n one of Sousa's Inspiring
marches. No march writer to this shall perish there.
"Then will the Lord return and
day has given America, or other coun
tries for that matter, the exceptional there shall be Heaven on earth for
quick steps which have made Sousa 1,000 years."
famous. Such compositions aa "The
Glory of the Yankee Navy," "The
There Is one medicine that every
Stars and Stripes Forever" and other family
should be nrnvtdM with nn)
well known marches by the march especially during the summer
months;
king are always a welcome offering viz, unaraDeriatn s uoiic, unoiera and
Diarrhoea
in any concert program, and Ohl- Remedy. It is almost cerr'8 programs when playing here tain to be needed. It costs but a Quar
ter, can you afford to be without It?
win not be lacking In this.
For sale by all druggists.
-
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Members of National Commission.
Ball players who fight on the field
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MANLY AMERICANISM
President Taft has given another
evidence of bis manly Americanism
in administering a sharp rebuke to
a colonel in the United States army
w'io exhibited a wholly
Tace prejudice against a Jew that
applied for examination for a lieutenancy In the army. In his endorsement of the application Colonel
Garrard, the officer in question, declared that he would. not be willing
to receive Uhe Jew, If successful,
as a social and personal associate
and said in addition that many years
of experience had taught him that
there ere few communities "In which
Jews are- received as desirable social
associates."
All
Americans will in- dors the sentiment expressed by
President Taft when he declares that
"it is difficult to read this indorse
ment with patience and without con
demnatory words that would better
not be written." There have been
many evidences of individual snobbery on the part of army offilcals,
but this is about (he "rankest" exhibition which has yet been made.
That it does not express the sentiments of army officers generally may
be taken for granted. There Is no
necessity, for indulging in (fulsome
eulogies of the Jewish race in this
connection nor of pointing out the
many conspicuous services which
Jews have rendered the cause of
American liberty and progress from
the foundation of the republic to the
present time. Every sense of American fairness revolts at this display
of insufferable race prejudice, based
on assertions whose falsity President
Taft very properly declares.
It Is a part of the record of this
particular case that Colonel Roosevelt, when president, advised the applicant to enlist and "like a true
American" fight his way up from the
ranks. The young man did so, and
when he applied for examination for
a commission be was met with the
inteultlng indotsemtent referred to.
He "failed" in his examination, but
all the facts of the case point to a
contrived "failure" at the hands of
those who took their cue from Colonel Garrard. He is now to be given
another chance and the president of
the United States guarantees him a
"square deal," which is all to which
any applicant Is entitled but which
every applicant should receive, regardless of bis parentage. The cbltfnel who so grossly stultifies the very
spirit of American institutions anh
who believes the best traditions of the
American army and navy is the one
who disgraces the flag under which
be serves and the uniform which he
wears. If be does not regard any
qualified American as a "desirable
social and personal associate" be is
the one who should create a vacancy
and let some real American take his

to work or gluttony or dress or extravagance or pleasure but to the
pleasure of duties that tbey assume
unnecessarily and which of right be- long to others, says the New, ( York
World. We are driven to death be
cause we trust nobody; we regulate
everybody; we want to fix prices and
profits; we seek what Is remote ana
ultimate; we know all things and we
command all things.
A century or more ago .we were
content to unload some of our refepon- sibilit'es upon men like Washington,
Jefferson, Franklin, Madison, and the
Adamses. If they were alive today
It is probable that we should take
a referendum upon them. . When such
men failed us we trusted to natural
law. We used to make a sharp distinction between business and crime.
We did not move against Captain
Kldd In equity. We did not In one
law license plunder and In another
penalize 1t. In those old and happy
days we understood that there was a
difference between fun and malice, between thrifta and theft, between democracy and socialism, between a
If
punch In the eye and murder.
went wrong we punished the
responsible man and forgot bim. The
knowledge that guilt was personal
kjpt most men straight. x
Statesmanship used to include initiative, action and responsibility. Now
that everybody is a statesman we
have assumed all of these duties ourselves, especially the responsibility.
Evervbody is blameless for every
thing, except the people. On all sides
we meet estimable persons who urge
us to do things that nobody but a
czar ever did before. Too often we
vield and then we are sorry for it.
Government fails and the people fail
because both attempt too much, but
the most lamentable catastrophe of
all awaits the people who at the bal
lot box shall seek to supervise all
business and Industry, all prices and
wage, till habits, manners, fashions and
moral's, and finally to expound and
apply the most complicated of all
things the law.
If e?en the discussion of these pos
sibilities ha3 made millions of Ameri
and
can hollow-chesteas our critics aver, what wrecks
we mutt become when we break down
government altogether and disperse
its duties and powers among a hun
dred millions already overloaded:
0

INVESTIGATING EVERYTHING

-

fair-minde- d

place.
0

'"WHY Wrc BBEAK DOWN
They 'teil us In Europe and they
tell us ftjhorae that the etress and
strain of American life are leading
to our destruction. In the estimation
of mobf. people the stress and strain
are industrial, financial, commercial
end social. Wo do not believe it
If Americans are to succumb to the
killing conditions in which they pass
their lives they are not to fall, victims
'

&

V

'

round-shouldere- d

d

History is repeating itself In a democratic house. It is proposed in that
body to put the executive departments
under n democratic lens with the assumption that campaign material, or
the semblance of it, can be turned up
to direct attention away from the
past record of democratic incompe
tency and failure. In 1892 there was
a republican president, but a house
democratic by a large majority. The
McKinley tariff bad been In force a
short time and the democratic outcry
against It was vociferous. ''Turn the
rascals out" was the slogan of the
party that promised the earth in tar-iff and everything else. The presidential election in 1892 was a democratic landslide, and shortly the democratic party, for the first time in a
generation, had control of all departments of the government. , With as
tonishing quickness it had something
else, and that was a period of calamitous business depression ' that can
never be forgotten by those who witnessed and felt its paralyzing results.
In 1894 a bouse overwhelmingly re
publican was elected and six consecutive
subsequent bouses were republi
can. The Investigators of 1892 found
nothing wrong in the national ac
counts. Every cent due was in the
till as well as on the books." The
talk of "rascals" proved to be nothing
but gratuitous slander. A ridiculously misshapen and abortive democatic
tariff law was passed, and then pan
Low
ic stalked through the land.
prices prevailed for a certainty, but
any price was too high tor 'ehe millions of men out of employment. By
1897 the republicans were again in
control of all branches of the government and retained it until the present
extra session opened. The story of the
nation throughout this long, period is
one of unexampled prosperity,.: But
again the democratic party Is keen'
to investigate, and to run the coun
try.- - If it is true that tholseJ wfcd are
been burnt dread the fire the cam
paign of 1892 will not be' repeated in
1912.

o

GERMANY FAVOtrk
ARBITRATION, ,
,

Germany, too, gives offiicai hotlce
of her willingness to consider an arbitration treaty on the lines laid down
in Secretary Knox's provisional draft
which has been submitted to England and France. As Japan moved
in the same direction a week ago, the
arbitration Idea is making proselytes
JustVibout as quickly as the presses
can print the proposed' pacts. It Is
safe to say that the prospective signers to these agreements are coming
forward a little faster, .than, either the

,A
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scretary of state or the president

J you if we come to church, again, to- wet get overume: j wasa-tugtotiigut-a- o
Some surprise will be felt at Ger
Star.
many's expressed interest in arbitration. When ,tfct proposition was Bub.
A successful Chicago man of the
e
mlttd by our state department to .ng- variety, having purchased a
. I.
., n
a
fine library by the foot, was showing
chancellor characterized it as Utopian, it with some pride to a friend of liter
'
and Intimated that his government ary attainments.
would not consider such a proposie
man ran his business
The
tion If It were offered. But in diplom- cn the
system, and his liacy as In other fields, the second brary with the same degree of method.
thought sometimes is better than the Cases were marked plainly, "Travel,"
first one. Moreover, the kaiser has 'Art," "Poetry," "Science."
often shown that be is a man of
Occupying a prominent place in the
peace. The war lord's earlier belli- 'Travel" case the friend noticed a very
cose mood has been dropped in re- handsome volume with the title in gold
cent yars. According to some of the letters on the
back, "Alice In Wonder
newspaper correspondents who saw land." Youth's Companion.
him at close range on bis visit to
London recently, his hair is getting
A German cobbler and his wife had
gray, although he is only 52 years two dogs a St. Bernard, six months
of age. In the American army the
eld, and a fox terrier, three years old.
fighting age, theoretically, does not A
friend, calling one day, said to the
end until 61. Iu our army, in the
"Those are two fine dogs yoj
cobbler.
civil war, many officers carried the
have."
fighting spirit several years beyond
"Yes," replied the cobbler, "und de
that age. In the kaiser's active army
bait of It iss dat de biggest do,;
funny
men
today beyond
there are many
the
is
littlest one."
that age mark.
wife then spoke up and exHis
a
has
good
The arbitration idea
must mine husband
deal to sav for itself, despite the plained: "You
not very good
he
"egscuse;
In
shpeaks
aroused
opposition which it has
Is
certain quarters. Moreover, It does English. He means the oldest dog
one."
the
Housekeeper.
youngest
not so quite so far as some of its
enemies imagine. Under it the Unit
A Yorkshireman recently entered an
ed States would not be required to
mart. Looking around and
arbiauction
to
doctrine
Monroe
submit the
Under it also the senate catching the auctioneer's eye during a
tration.
would still have a little to say re lull in the bidding, he shouted out
loudly enough to he beard by all;
garding the Issues which would be
in that way. The senate's as "May I bid, sir?"
"Certainly," said the man of the
sociation with arbitration pacts has
just been brought up in the British hammer, thinking him a customer.
All eyes being turned on the ques
narllament by a Tory member as the
basis of a charge that Foreign Sec- tioner, he, making for the door, said:
retary Grey has been "bamboozled" "Well, I'll bid you good night, then."
The laughter which followed stopby Secretary Knox In the arbitration
matter. It Is safe to say tnai tne ped business for some time.
United States would not lose any
Irate visitor I call this a downright
thing essential by arbitration, while,
fraud! You advertise on your bills
conceivably. It might gain much.
"The Most Remarkable Dwarf in the
World," and he turns out to be five
fet five inches high.
Bland Showman Exactly so, sir.
That's just what's so remarkable
about him. He's the tallest dwarf on
Rev. Dr. Aked, at a farewell dlnnei
an
overzealoui, record.
in New York said of
missionary:
"Why did you leave your last
'Neither with the heathen nor with
to
advocate
do
it
place?" asked Mrs. Hiram Daly of the
our own people does
would-b- e
cook.
on
grounds.
mercenary
religion
f
'"I haven't left me lasht place," re
"I know a manuiacturer wno, last
"I haven't any
Easter, told all his hands that he plied the applicant.
would pay them if they went to lasht place t lave. I've been workin'
church. Accordingly, the hands all for meself for the past year, an I can
holgh-lv.went, and a fine, brave show they recommend meself to yes very
Boston
Transcript.
scanning
made. The manufacturer,
. atbelr ranks from his pew, swelled with
fc funny affair,
Is
a
man
at
A
play
joy and pride.
"But after the service a foreman so every observer agrees; goes out
between acts to get some fresh air,
approached and said:
" 'Boss, the fellers want me to ask and comes back smelling of cheese.
n
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Tit-Bit- s.

ABSORBLETS

Tit-Bit- s.

WEAK MARKET

BRACE TOWARD CLOSE
TRANSACTIONS IN STOCK8 SHOW
ED NO STRENGTH AT OPENING
BUT LATER

The action of
stocks during the morning trading
showed that the market still felt the
effects of the depression which set in
at the beginning of the week. The
volume of trading which has been
dwindling steadily for several days was
still smaller today and there were few
price movements of significance. A
slight decline early in the day was
succeeded by a rally shortly before
noon which lifted quotations of a num
ber of leaders to slightly above yesterday's close. United States Steel
did not share in the recovery. The
reports from Washington cf the possible proseoution of the United States
Steel corporation
were
assigned
as a reason for the persistent
heaviness in this issue.
The telephone and telegraph stocks, Erie and
be Hill groups made the best showing and American Cotton Oil gained
P$ points. Bonds were steady with
large transactions in Atchison and
American Telephone convertibles. The
market closed active and strong. The
advance in prices which had been a
feature of the dealings since the early
decline, culminated in a more convincing show of strength in the last
hour, when the principal stocks rose
substantially on active dealings. Covering by the shorts gave a consider
able Impetus to the final movement.
The last sales were as follows:
68
Amalgamated Copper
Beet Sugar
'..119
.
Atchison
'....116
Great Northern, pfd
138
New York Central
....110
Northern Pacific
136
160
Reading
Southern Pacific
Ml
Union Pacific
187
United States Steel
78
United States Steel, pfd
118

WHEAT CONTINUES

7:

Market
18,000.
Hogs Receipts
Bulk of sales $5.956.10;
steady.
heavy $5.956.05; packers and butchers $6.006.10; lights $6.006.10.
Market
10,000.
SheepReceipts
steady. Muttons $3.504.25; lambs
$ b". 00
7.10; fed wehers and yearlings
$3.755.00; fed western ewes $3.00
3.75.
LIVE STOCK

CHICAGO

Chicago, June 7. Cattle Receipts
17,000.
Market steady to shade high
er. Beeves $5. 75 6. 50; Texas steers
$4.505.80; western steers $4.75
5.65; Etockers and feeders $3.85
5.75; cows and hefiers $2.405.85;
calves $5.007.85.
Mafket
30,000.
Hogs Receipts
weak. Light $5.856.20; mixed $5.80
6.20; heavy $5.656.15; rough
$5.655.80; good to choice heavy
$E.806.15; pigs $5. 556.10; bulk of
sales $6.006.10. '
20,000.
Market
Sheep Receipts
steady. Native $3.004.55; western
$3.254.65; yearlings $4.355.40;
lambs, native $4.256.90;' western

$5.257.20.

ST. LOUIS
Louis, June

St.

unchanged.
mediums
20; fine

WOOL

Territory

1721;
1215.

NEW
York,

New

YORK

Market
and western
fine mediums 17

June 7. Lead, quiet,
Standard copper quiet,
spot and Sept. 11.8512.05..
YORK

MONEY

June 7. Call money
per cent, prime mercantile
Mexican dollars 45.

2

34.

per

ST. LOUIS SPELTER
Louts, June 7. Spelter

St.
-

5.25.-

55..
38.

37;

METAL

4.404.50;

NEW
New York,

June 7 Rainy weather
and beailsk tables gave wheat a
downwaid slam loday. The only support for the nwitet was apparently
shorts who
coming liom
were taking pruliu. tellers had their
attention esiecial.y fixed on Kansas,
the rainfall in that siaJe being reported as a' good, hard downpour. The
fact that cash wheat 1iere was not
proving an easily marketable commodity also exerted a depressing effect.
a loss of
to 91
July started at 91
and fell to 91. Bullish
&
to
S
crop advices from Kansas City and
Nebraska helped to a late rally. The
close was strong with July at a new
cents. Corn sagged in
gain of
the absence of demand. July opened
cents off at 53 to 53 and
to
kept within that limit. Closing prices
cents net highwere firm with July
er. Liberal commission selling eased
to
the oats market. July started
to 36, touched" 36
down at 36
Provisions
and dropped to 36.
showed a tendency to decline. First
sales were five cents down to 2
up
with Sept. $14.50 for pork; $8.30 for
lard and $8.00 for ribs. Final quotations for the day were as follows:
Wheat, July 92; Sept. 90.
'Corn, July 54; Sept.
Oats, July
Sept.
,
Pork, July $14.90.
Lard, July $8.20 ;Sept. $8.30.
Ribs, July $8.02; Sept. $8.02.
Chicago,

...

2
pa-

NEW YORK BUTTER
New York, June 7. Butter steady;
extras 22
creamery specials
; process specials 19extras
18.

23;

NEW YORK COTTON
New York, June 7. Cotton spot
firm, closed quiet; midd uplands 15.95;
midd gulf 16.20. No sales.

one White So

1

&

A great showing of Snow White Underwear lor women is being made
here. Snow white undergarments made up and thoroughly inspected by the
best manufacturers. Some numbers bought especially for this sale are of
exceptional value. We offer our superb assortment of Gowns, Petticoats,
Chemises, Combination Suits, Drawers and Corset Covers at a reduction of

33

Per Cent

1- -3

BACH A RAG H 'S
Men, See Our Line
"of

Here is One Underwear That
Gives True Comfort and
Lasting Satisfaction

.

to Men.

Furnishings

George-an4jQuee-

100-hors-

RALLIED

CITY LIVE STOCK

KANSAS

Kansas City, June ' 7. Cattle Re
ceipts 8,000. Market steady. Native
DOWNWARD SLANT
steers $5. 25 6. 35; southern steers
$4. 25 5. 70; southern cows and heifers $2.756.00; etockers and feed
WEATHER AND BEARISH
ers $4.255.35; bulls $3.755.00; RAINY
RESPONSIBLE FOR
CABLES
steers
western
calves $4.007.75;
WEAKNESS IN PRICES
$4.756.10; western cows $3.00
4.75.

New York, June

May Fly Across the Ocean
This year of grace 1911 promises keenly affected by even light air cur
to be one of the wonders in the world rents when opposing them, while the
of aviation. Even in the winter, aeroplanes were actually assisted by
teeth.
aeroplane records of last summer the wind when sailing in its
Now it is proposed by Germans to
were excelled and there were many
new developments of construction construct airships on far larger scale
which maw produce amazing flights than ever has been attempted and
this summer that were not dreamed cross the Atlantic in them. One of
of even'one year ago. The sensation several companies that have just been
of fear is being dissipated among all organized has in process of construcwho yearn to fly. People In larger tion a dirigible on nw lines, the reser
number are seeking opportunity for voir of which will hold 120,000 cubic
flight Two passengers, and they are meter of gas, length of hull 775 feet,
womer quite often, are being taken' width 130 and a capacity for the carup where only one or none dared riage of 200 passengers besides all the
before, anl now the ascent of two necessary luggage and ballast. This
or three aside from the driver is is a craft more colossal than the
so frequent that no more than mere greatest of the ocean liners, though
it lacks thousands of tons of their
mention is made of it.
capacity. Yet It is Intended
carrying
Bud Mars has been flying at the
class
carnival of Manila, in the Philippines. to charge only $200 for a first
not
is
class
The
steerage
passage.
China and Japan have had aviation
exhibitions and the governments of yet contemplated.
An engineer named Boerner is the
those countries are arranging for
Brituse.
Great
for
projector of this monster air craft, far
aeroplanes
army
ain has appointed a corps of army beyond the Zeppelin type. To begin
men for flying and has established a with he Is financed with $10,000 and
military training school in which stu will have as much more as he wants.
dents will take an arduous course of At least he will spend the $10,000.
six months. By the time jp,thet.coi'.o- - The largest of the Zeppelin vessels
n
contained only 15,000 cubic meters of
nal'on "of King
;..;.
Mary, seven5 larise dirigible sand gfsj
five aeroplanes 4vUl' be ready for jBtierner will carry two hundred pasflights and will be manipulated by sengers besldesfhe crew and himself,
army men. Distinguished ofifoers if; he cart get the passengers. Doubthave' ee"rf "selected for the superin less he' will try out his machine over
tendence of all this work In the air, land before attempting the ocean pasHis vessel will be luxurious
and thus the construction of an at- sage
mospheric navy will vie with the The cabins will be as fine as those
building of dreadnoughts for the high of an ocean liner. The berths will
seas.
be constructed to close against the
walls of the saloon when not in use.
howWtih all the proof in hand,
craft There will be smoking rooms, a mag
ever, that the heavier-than-ai- r
Is far the more powerful in combat- nificent dinlngi room, 1,200 feet of
ing air currents, and the only kind promenade deck, motor boats, parathat can really lay claim to being chutes and other suggestions of pos
a flying machine, wonderful things sible escape in case of disaster, but
which are only suggestions. To realare doing among the dirigibles,
of the fact that in recent ly escape would be another story.
flights where dirigibles and aeroplanes The initial capital of $10,000 seems
were In a way rivals the latter not small when It is known that this ship
only did all thatacould be got out of is to cost $600,000. The vessel will
e
power
he ' former, "but also circled round have thirty motors of
the voyage
It
and
is
each
expected
and round the former in their evolu
tions within a given distance. The wilf .he made from Berlin to New
dlrlgilb!es showed that they were York In at least three days.
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Manhattan Shirts
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Wilson Brothers' Suspenders

Kayser Kravats
Lord & Taylor's Sox

SUPERIOR UNION SUITS fit. fit al
over because properly knitted, over
SUscientifically graded patterns.
PERIORS never bind, bulge, bag, sag,
or hike. Tbey are the Union Suits

Stetson Hats

with tho troublom left out
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Superior

Perfect Union Suit

store

Railroad
Avenue

....

constructed of finest materials and reinforced at every wearing point "THE
LAP WITHOUT THE GAP" is a feature of SUPERIORS that has made
many friends for these Union Suits.
We have a full line

Florsheim Shoes
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aid not fall on barren soil. . They
The
have borne fruit, our government
from its dawn to the present time has
been guided by Christian ideals. It
t.as recognized the existence of a suMEET
dad architect 4sln. the
citv.
Providence. This is evi
perintending
Bernard Montoya and
The man who does the
dent' from the fact that our presi
family 0f
weighing, the measuring
dents, from the first to the last,, have ANNUAL CONVENTION OF INTER.
the man who knows how
visiting relatives.
almost invariably invoked the aid of
STATE ORGANIZATION OPENS
Albino B. Gallego. of Los
and why the man on
our heavenly Father in their inaug
Conchas,
a San Miguel
whom everything depends.
IN NEW YORK
county stockman, was EFFORTS WILL BE PUT FORTH NOT EVEN GENERAL DELIVERY BELOVED
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law. and my "future" 'fiancee!"

"Aha!" the Count said, malYolent-ly- .
"Unless you git us der hat ve
Till make some trouble ."
"Please go!" Harry begged. "Please!
I haven't the hat. I'll
get you a whole
bat store. If you'll only go!"
But they were adamant
Mrs.
Blaze, nerved to desperation because
she, knew ihe simply oould not go
home without her hat. planked herself Into a chair and announced that
she would stay right there until he
gave her her own hat.
An inspiration came to Harry. Taking Mrs. Blazes by the arm he said:
"I'll send out and get you the hat
I'll get that milliner to rush another

The Girl of
My reams
r

ttll

Ri

n

Eslianas oUlstrelcLed."

nowT"

room Is locked"
"Eh? Oh! Wbatr Harry said.
"Locked? Now, who could have lock-

"Ah, my poor, poor cousin Lucy!"
"But why, Harry
he wailed.
I've got a little surprise In there
"Oh. cousin Socrates!" Lucy cried. for you, Lucy."
now nice of thee to come."
"A surprise? Oh, surprise me now!"
meoaers looKed on with kindly
"That woul moll It all." he assured
amusement He had long known of
trimmer s unrequited attachment for
Lucy, and to him It seemed that the
Dest course to pursue was to allow
Primmer to weeD It out. PMmm.
looked mournfully at Lucy and said
as Riley might have written
T-

n

s

-"I

UMPIRE

HAS

DIFFICULT

Arbiter Tries to Please Bltacherltes
ed
in Different Places and Is
He fumbled in his pockets, meanRun Off Field.
while listening acutely for the sound
which would tell him that Mrs.
Vic Willis, who was bought
Blazes was presenting herself. But
by the
micago wauonai league club at the
blessings upon her head! She did no end
of
last
season, and who refused
such thing. With a gasp of relief Har
to play with the champions, prefer.
ry said:
I've left the key somewhere. ni ring 10 oevote his time to running a
noiei in ueiaware, recently told
look for it after while."
Lucy looked at Carolyn with
n
face.
Is that Harry
bedroom?" she
asked. In horrified tones.
"Why, yes!" Carolyn answered.
"And I desired to see It! Oh! Har
ry, what must thee think of me. And
how nice It was of thee to tell me it
was only a Junk room."
She went out with Carolyn, leaving f- - 1
"
A
-v
Harry sunk dejectedly In a big chair.
1
A
After the girls were gone he looked
jpprehensively first at one door, then
at the other. Slowly he shook his
head, trying to fathom the muddle
Into which he had plunged himself.
k
"If I had tried to fix this up for my.
J.
'
self," he said, sighing deeply, "it
'V "
louldn't have been worse."
But it could be and was about to

ltr

n

hart l full of Borrow and my
nuuiu iiua repine
For another fellow's courtlnr that old
wmacori oi mine.
"Now my

A CORROBORATION

JOB

Of Interest to East Las Vegas Readers

For month East Las Vegas citizen
have seen In these columns enthusiastic praise of Doan's Kidney Pills by
East Las Vegas residents.
Would
these prominent people recommend a
remedy that had not proven reliable?
Would they confirm their statements
after years had elapsed If personal
experience had not shown the remedy
to be worthy of endorsement?
No
stronger proof of merit can be had
than cures that have stood the teat
of time. The following statement
should carry conviction to the mind Of
every East Las Vegas reader.
Charles O'Malley, 713 Main avenue.
Eaet Las Vegas, N. M., says: "In 1907
I publicly recommended Doan's Kidney
Pills and at this time I can corroborate
the statement I then gave in their
favor and say that I have had no fur
ther need of medicine. I obtained
Doan's Kidney Pills at the Center
Block Pharmacy and the cure then
effected has been permanent."
For sale by 'all dealers. Price 60
cents. Foster-MIlburCo., Buffalo
New York, sole agents for the United
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ence
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tressing situation, sir."
at ner lovely face, framed In
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quires constitutional treatment. Hall's
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sunny
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bothered since." Croup,
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overme that!" she pouted.
noted for his eccentricities.
"No," Harry said, sternly. "Walt the other fittings of a bachelor's den. holding her hands. There was no had called
or
taxed
diseased
digestive functions to
tional Disputes.
"Davis was umpiring a game for us
Tfo, no. I didn't say you were un
On the table lay a deck of cards, mistaking hia wish. Lucy,
perfect health and capacity to perform
mtr.ute. If the hat was sent here,
unsophistitheir work unaided.
in the latter part of the season," says
a half smoked cigar, an opened box of cated though she was, understood him. reasonable. I Just Just asked you to
I should know It. There may be
Physicians who have used no other mediThat disputes between nations Willis.
be reasonable.
"He didn't stand any too
cine than Stomalix wheie their patients
soma
and
"Nay,
red
said.
scattered
cfparettes,
Harry,"
Lucy
"Thee
mistake. Ring up this milliner pershould
be
have
suffered from chronic gastritis, dyssettled
well
an
'But
is
same
with
the
that
the
by
fans, and didn't seem to
thing!" She
umpire aa disson and find out Just what there is to white and blue chips.
pepsia, gastralgia, an&mia, ulcer of the
know I do not think a girl should be stamped her little foot with the words, putes between rival American base- care. He began
behind
the
"Oh-h-!- "
umpiring
stomach,
dysentery, and other stomach
It. Use the phone there, madam."
Lucy gasped. "Isn't it tinned before she Is wedded."
bat and-th- en
.. worked
troubles, reMJU that these diseases have
Lucy, you misjudge me," he said, ball teams are settled, was th
behind the
The lady smiled with relief, went to lovely, father?"
note of an address delivered
yielded to the remedy, in 'cases of thirty
All right!" Harry laughed, drop
by Baron pitcher. The crowd kicked on a secyears' standing.
"I simply was not ready for d'Estournelles de
"And this" Mr. Medders said
the phone and called for a number.
5tomallx is the best and safest treatment
ping her hands. "You always have solemnly.
Constant the French ond base decision, and he took his
to
look
in
you
for the cure of diseases of the stomach and
is
there
"this
home?"
yet."
Harry's
statesman, before the students of the stand behind second haa
your way with me. A girl ought to be
"Hello," she said. "Is Ma'mselle
intestinea. It is invahiaMe to brain worki?in.n.
Alas!"
almost
Lucy
"To
"It seemeth different from our own mighty careful who kisses her after
wept.
University of Minnesota the other day there was a dispute about a foul
Is this
ers, it benefits the youthM and the ajjed,
Daphne Daffington there?
ball
it corrects the ailments or crildren, and is
Baron de Constant spoke of the' hit down the
home, doth It not?" Lucy asked, shyly. she Is married, too. don't you think?" think that we have had our first quar
you, Ma'mselle?"
harmless.
field
absolutely
right
and
line,
rel
already!"
wastefulness and destructlveness of Davis took his
"Verily,
daughter," Medders reLucy smiled quaintly. Some of Har"Daphne Daffington!" Harry mutin right field.
position
came
near
Sale by all Druggists.
For
murto
her
and
Harry
war.
to
a
before
marked,
the
coming
stop
ry's jests were a bit too flippant for mured:
tered. "Can't be little Daphne I used
Then the bleacherites went at him
"You have your great American
" 'Why don't
highly colored picture of the ballet her. Harry went on:
to flirt with!"
E. FOUGERA & CO.
you stand where you
Well, let us make up. One kl3S to baseball," the baron said.,
"Really, I'm mighty sorry I didn't show
"When you can Judge balls and strikes, you stiff
"This Is Mrs. Blazes," the lady Bald girls, "there be nothing like tbs at
Now York.
Agents. V. S.
T
me you forgive me."
have
troubles
home."
.
and
meet
I
at
the
train.
you
disputes you do not yelled one.
But you see,
Into the phone.
she
Nay,
but
Harry,"
start
protested,
with
boxing
had
each
a little trouble with my machine not
"Why," Lucy said, 'looking at the
other.
'"Well, said Davis, you guys can
"Mrs.
Harry started at that.
very forcibly. "Thee knowest I sometimes they almost end InThough
"see the ladies in the rainy this morning."
umpire a game from the right field
fight
Blazes I" he said In a hoarse whisper picture,
do
not
of
that."
approve
and discipline prevail and seats and never make a
skirts!"
"It was as well that thee did not
mistake. Why
"Not Mrs. General day
to the" perman.
How can you approve of a thing the matter is settled.
"I see the ladles," Medders said, meet us. It would have spoiled faWhy not do the can't I umpire as well in right field
V
Blazes?"
until
have
it?"
you
to
wanted
same
in
war?"
Harry
drily, "but where are the skirts? ther's plans. We wanted to find thee know. And the- nuieacnerues
chased him after
1"
German
the
assured,
"Exactly
I
the game, and Davis beat it
Verily, daughter, they must have in thy usual atmosphere."
Socrates Primmer, hat box In hand, Cornell Gets Courtney for Five
through
.'
him.
feared a flood."
Again Harry looked quickly at her.
Years. the back gates. He never did come
in
the
and
The
what
appeared
doorway,
Cornell
"Where did you deliver that dupliAthletic
The
council
anto
were
back
haa
such as
to the grounds."
surroundings
"Perhaps Lucy offered, seeing that
he saw sent his heart thumping to nounced that Coach Charles
cate of my hat?" Mrs. Blazes asked,
E. Courther father viewed the picture with dis- make him keenly alive to any possible his boot heels.
rei
had
ney
After the reply, still holding the
signed a contract for anoth- CONNIE MACK
approval, "perhaps It Is a biblical suggestion of some other meaning
FINDS EXCUSE
"Woe Is me!" he said, sadly. "The er five years aa head of the
ceiver to her ear, she turned and
than her words implied. But Lucy's
Cornell
oene
to
not
Is
her
time
my
give
He
present
has
been
navy.
coach
of
asked Harry ;
crews
the
If It were, more (ace was as serious as ever. She
"Nav, daughter.
since 1889," and hia oarsmen hold all Manager of World's Champions' Blames
yet.''
"What's the number of this house?" people would be buying Bibles."
about the room, and sighed:
Loslna Streak to Too Many
And
as
turned
to
be
he
collided
on
go
records
the Hudson. For the past
"Three hundred and ten."
"Thy houBe is Just lovely," .
Medders turned from the picture,
with
Bridegrooms on Team.
That
ten
Carolyn.
have
plump
young
years
the
swept
river.
they
reach
"It will be," Harry eald, glancing
here," and his attention was caught by the
"They say it didn't
his
and
apology
lady
accepted
gaily,
Mrs. Biases said Into the phone. statuette of the Venus de Mllo. He apprehensively at the door of the left him still
Connie Mack to his own satisfacdelivering it as be went
room where Mrs. Blazes was waiting
"What? You are sure it did? You looked at it Intently.
tion has ascertained the real reason
on down the hall, while she rushed to
Thank
be
will
over
for
her
come
hat
"It
you."
will
yourself?
"This is a sad sight daughter," he patiently
for the losing streak of the champion
when it's fixed up. Some things have Lucy and greeted her effusively,
She hung up the receiver and turned remarked.
Athletics. It is the most unique ex"We're
to
have
the
Jolliest
going
to Harry with;
cuse ever offered for losing baseball
"Because her arms are broken, fa- - to be moved out."
time ever!" Carolyn cried delightedly.
of ma"And will thy sister Carolyn will
, "She Is positive that the hat was
games, but Connie Is absolutely honest
show
me about the house?" Lucy
she
delivered here, and to make sure she
about it
asked.
"I have the best team in the world."
says she will come herself. Now, that
said Connie, "but the trouble Is that I
hat Is here, evidently. And I mUBt
"Certainly," Harry answered, galcheerfulhave It"
have too many bridegrooms on it. My
lantly. "But you don't need her. Just
So many hundreds of catarrh vic
make .yourself at home. Go anywhere
given.
"Yess," the German belligerently
recently married men get on the field,
tims (who have taken the HYOMEI their brides sit In the grandstand and
you like."
added. "Ve must haft It."
treatment, have written us letters the men are so anxious to please they
Lucy started toward the room where
But Harry had by this time divined
Harry had placed Mrs. Blazes. But
who the German was he could be no
thanking us for publishing our metb Just forget what they know of the
one else than the dapper Count von
Harry was following her to detain her.
ou or taxing tne tiXUMJfll vapor game.
ft?
"And the worst of It all," continued
"And in here?" Lucy asked. "What
Fltz, whose flirtatious escapades were
treatment in connection with the inConnie, "Is that I am a bridegroom
have you there, Harry?"
Phone Main 357.
discussed on all sides. And, this bein?
haler that we gladly publish it again.
myself, so what on earth am I going
Mrs. Blazes, and the General being
"There? There?" Harry stammered.
The
treatment
is especially io do about ijt?"
vapor
worried because his wife had not yet
"Why why, that's Just some old Junk
recommended in stubborn cases of
come borne, Harry could put two and
In there. Wouldn't interest you at
chronic catarrh of long standing, but
two together and reason that the
all."
remember that the inhaler should be
Count and the daBhlng Mrs. Blazes
W
"A Junk room? How odd!"
ft.: used daily as usual.
had gone for a Jolly little ride through
"Yes I you see I used to have
the park, which ride had been spoiled
a fad of collecting Junk."
treatment only takes five min
it J utesThistimes
by the untoward accident which debefore going to bed. Poui
The sweat was standing on Harry's
stroyed her hat.
brow. He knew that Mrs. Blazes oould
a teaspoonful of HYOMEI Into a bowl
a
hat
and
don't
go
get
you
"Why
overhear him, and his brief experience
of boiilng water, cover head and
any kind of a hat?" he asked. "I'll
with that lady taught him that she
bowl with, towel and breathe for
be glad to pay for it, as I was parhad a natural feminine aversion to beseveral minutes the vapor that arises,
tially at fault when your hat was
ing termed Junk. If she should deYou will .be surprised at the result
.ruined."
cide to assert herself by opening the
no
of this treatment; it makes the head
floor and making a few remarks! The
"Oh, sir," Mrs. Blazes answered, "I
Let
Us
Make
One
"Well,
Kiss
to
Up.
.ucy Medders.
feel fine, and clear; you will sleep betwouldn't dare to go home without that
thought was appalling.
Show Me You Forgive Me."
Classified ads. search out the people to whom amony all
particular hat, or its exact duplicate.
ter, and that stuffed up feeling in the
"Let's
"Come,
he
Lucy,"
asked.
un
suggested.
Innocently, not
would ther?" Lucy
"Come. Leave Harry to his own mis- head will gradually disappear.
My husband is rery Jealous. He
6 and
an1 Bee the goldfish
ex-was
her
father
that
of
those
who MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth most.
derstandlng
the
where
be sure to want to know
This method will break up the
you
Nay, Hfry," she smiled. "Let me erable company, and I'll show
is pressing a dislike to such works of
It
in
'
fact
had
gone
hat
original
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to someart. "Peradventure she broke them ee thy collection o? Junk. I did not your room."
worst cold in the head in one night.
As she turned, she remembered
his favorite hat Please, please give off trying to hook her dress In the know thee were an authority on that"
one
who
A bottle of HYOMEI costs 60 cents
reads the. ads. in this newspaper and would never
me the hat"
something.
"Later, Lucy," he said. "Later."
back," she continued, merrily.
at
E. G. Murphey's drug 'store, who
of
hear
she
your
"But I tell you I haven't it I'd
property unless it were advertised here.
some
"Harry,"
"She bath no dress to hook," Med"Then I will peep into thy library,"
said, "I want
If I bad It"
guarantees It. Complete outfit, which
pillows out of your room."
she decided. "Is not this It?"
aside
from
ders
give it to you In a minute
solemnly.
"But,
said,
cried.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper)' want
"Vat a nonsense! I the Count someCarolyn rushed to the door of Har- includes the little pocket inhaler,
She started to the other door, openthese, the place hath a seemly look."
are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
bedroom
(and
and
1.00.
Harcosts
ry's
seized
Mrs Blazes was about to say
the
knob.
Into
room
the
ing
where the Count
was heard
ry sank weakly Into a chair and
was whlllng the time away and conCHAPTER IV.
No stomach dosing; Just breathe
used machinery and furniture, particles of usefulness of any
thing, when a strange voice
outside.
tenting his soul with such patience as awaited the blow.
HYOMEI and cure catarrh and all disIt
sort, and musical instruments.
thee.
"It's all over," he said to himself.
From the hallway came gliding In he could muBter.
wiht un here? Thank
eases of the breathing organs. Free
tried
Carolyn
the
would
It
but
door,
,
was the voice of Amos Meddershissed. the sorrowful figure of Socrates Prim"No, no!" Harry said, almost fran-As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of all
trial bottle by addressing Booth's
-- r.
not open.
mer. He caught his breath sharply at tlcallZ. catching
.nns!" Harry
Lucy's arm. "Not
sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
N.
Co..
Y.
Buffalo,
Hyomei
possible
-- They've, come. My. future, father-iand
of
then advanced, with
"Why,. Harry!" she said. "Your
LtiX
slghl
'
Sold by druggists everywhere and
best markets!
In East Las Vegas by E. G, Murphey.
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Catarrh Sufferers
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and best
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LOCAL NEWS
An Excellent Cooling Drink

WEST INDIA LIME JUiqE

at

Long"

10

Hart, Schaffner & Marx

LUDWIG Wfl. ILFELD, Agent

Tf8 MAYS

BUSY

-

"

PHONE MAIN 379

do your own 'cookBanish work and worry by taking your family to the White Kitchen,
Pupils of Professor E. E. Wen worth
the clean place.
MonLayton will give a lecture-recita- l
day evening June 19, in Normal hall
Tonight at 8:30 o'clock at the home Mr. Layton's pupils have been doing
of Dr. and Mrs. J. M. 'Cunningham excellent work. Many of them are
will occur the wedding of their daugh- quite talented and are ranked amonx
ter, Miss Marguerite, to Mr. John the best musicians in New Mexico,
Howard Clary of El Paso, Tex. Rev, Those who will
ill the re
J S. Moore, rector of St. Paul's Me cital are R. R. participate
Mrs.
Larkln,
basso;
morial Episcopal church will perform Robert C.
Rankin, soprano; Mrs. Marthe ceremony In the presence of a
garet
Mrs.
soprano;
number of friends of the famly.
Charles F. Kohn, accompanist; Miss
Mary 'Coors, piano;
H. E. Finney,
Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon guitar.
at the Opera Bar. Served from bar-rel- s
on the bar.
Electric irons on 30 days trial. Las
Vegas Light and Power company.
A marriage license was issued this
morning at the court house to Cecelio
The performance given last evening
Sena, aged 24, and Elena Romero.
aged 18. Both young oeople reside In the Dncan opera house by The Main Gorzales. Marriage licenses were tinee Girl Opera company was
enjoyed
granted yesterday afternoon to John by a good-sizeaudience. Many peo
Howard Clary of El Paso. Tex., and ple said it was the equal of many of
Miss Marguerite Cunningham of East the high class
musical companies
Las Vegas; Guy Max Cary and Miss which make the southwestern
circuit.
Ada Blanch Wray, both of East Las Russell and Gross, clever
comedians.
Vegas.
rroved to be artists In their line. The
chorus la made of pretty girls who
Tony Faust draught beer is on tap l:now how to dance and sins. Clever
at the Opera Bar, and is one of the vaudeville Btunts were
interspersed
finest draught beers served over any t.irough the performance.
Tonight the
bar in the city.
company will stage the piece from
which it takes its name. From the
If there is any fan in town who standpoint of general excellence the
does not think the Maroons have a company is the best that has annear- good chance of annexing at least one eJ here in some time at the modest
of the games with Dawson Saturday admission prices asked.
and Sunday he can convince himseU
that he has another thought coming Alberto Padilla and Will
Long were
ty attending the regular practice work fined $5 each in police court this
outs of the team.
Snap and ginger morning on the charge of fighting.
are uncorked and the boys are gob- Long, who is a
bartender, Is said
bling up everything that is hit in their to have made some
uncomplimentary
direction. At batting practice they remarks about the ability of
Padilla,
are being given an opportunity to at- a member of the Maroons, to
play his
to
solve
some of the baffling rosition according to Hoyle or Walter
tempt
slants dished up by Lockhart and Ed- - Camp or the World almanac. Paburn. The batting of the Maroons in dilla did not resent this,
believing
the game at Dawson last Sunday waa the remarks were inspired by an era feature of the contest and they ex- ror in Judgment on the part of Long.
pect to hit at aa good a clip Saturday The latter is said, however, to have
and Sunday.
clouted Padilla behind the car when
the ball player turned to walk away.
Positively no camping, fishing or A fight followed, during which Long
is said to have been saved from utC.
hunting allowed on our ranch.
ter defeat by the arrival of the poW. and F. J. Wesner.
lice. The fracas occurred in front
of the Duncan opera house.
SHIRT WAISTS
Tomorrow morning only. Any shirt
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye. aeed
waist in the store 33
per cent dis in
the wood. Direct from distillery
count.
to you. At the Lobby, of course.
Tomorrow afternoon, all silks at 20
per cent off.
It is desired by President Frank H.
Tomorrow only.
H. Roberts of the Normal that the
GRAAF DRY GOODS CO.
publlo understand that the lectures
being given by Mrs. Ida Kruse
of Denver university, are absolutely free and everybody is Invited. Yesterday afternoon Mrs. McFar-lan- e
talked on Tolstoy and read with
much dramatlo power one of his
shorter stories. The famous novelists story, Anna Karenina
was
reviewed at some length by Mrs.
She described it as one of
the greatest of modern novels. Tomorrow afternoon Mrs.. McFarlane
will lecture on the subject, "Hints on
Reading." Mrs. McFarlnae will not
describe methods of reading but will
outMne a list of works which are
worth the attention of readers who
desire to profit by their reading. The
lectures occur each aftetrnoon at 4:15
o'clock.
Flint-Collin-

FOR 30

d

Our Pride Flour
01.30 per Sack

i

Every Sack Guaranteed

Roller Mills

Phone Main 131

1

8

7

First National Bank
of

Las Vegas, New Mexico

3

First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier
.-

General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchange.
A

BERRIES

e.

I

DRY CLEANING
Requires a skillful process To take a garment
and clean it without shrinking or spoiling the shape
requires experience. Wevhave been in the business
for a number of years and have the experience. ....

The Kareful Klothing Kleaning Ko.
Phone Vegas 450

FINE CLOTHING
Your Get in Your Spring Suit

It's too hot to

AT

ESTABLISHED

of

The Homo

ing.

Pint Dottle 35a

Las Vegas

Greenberger's

Repairs for all Machines Made

o'clock

Buffet.

-

At-

NONE BETTER MADE

The meeting of the domestic science
circle of the American
Woman's
league has been postponed to next
Tuesday evening, June 13th, '

diluted with water, with or without
sugar,
to suit your taste. It forms also a
splendid flavoring as a substitute for lemon in.
hot drinks, custards, puddings,
$tc.

QQQr

Lunch erery morning at

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 7, 191 1

- McCormick Binders and Mowers

F U. of A. dance tonight at r. B
nall 'Admission 15c, Simmerson mu
sic.

for this hot summer weather is

THE STORE

UA1LY OPTIC,

!

HARVEY'S

J. II.

STEARNS
GROCER.

OPEN

To have a supply of this delicious vegetable this
summer, plant some of our extra fine
Cauliflower Plants NOW.
10c per Dozen, 75c per 100, Delivered
,

--

i

-

18

Perry Onion

Sioro Phono Malt 462

&

Son

Raich Phono Main 276

i

J.

&

rare Combination Indeed and this it Especially True when you get
the Latest Productions from tuch Reliable Manufacturer
Schaffner

& Marx,

Ederheimer, stein

GREENBERGER
The Best Yet
HOLMES

Easiest Washer
The Boy Runs it Half the Time
It Runs Itselt the Rest
More

Wash Day Troubles

Let Us Show You

J.

While everybody in a crowd is
fighting over a golden apple, an
r
slips in and runs off with it.

C. JOHNSEN & SON
LOCAL AGENTS

out-sile-

Screened and Lump Raion Cerrfllos

-

COML

fJ D W

M

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Your

You'll Like Our Work.

Co., and Michaels Stern.

Both from the Manufacturer and From

No

curtains need Jaunder-in- g
this spring. The usage they
have received and the dust
they have absorbed during the
winter, makes them' unfit to
hang the entire summer. Send
your curtains to us, when you
take them down and you will
be pleasantly surprised by their
appearance when we return
them. We wash them clean,
without damaging them; we
starch them Just stiff enough
to drape right and hold their
shape, and we dry them perfectly square, even and the exact else as when sent us.

t.

We cover Each Sale' with an ABSOLUTE Guarantee of Satisfaction

The man with a bad temper doesn't
become any more amiable when he
loses it.

Let us Launder
Your Curtains
This Spring

at Hart,

-

;

You cannot afford to be without an
electric iron. We can supply you
with one. Get our proposition. Las
Vegas Light and Power company. '

Anthracite Coal, all sizes Steam

Coal

Sawed Wood and Kindling

'

Phonm Main 21

Don't Borrow Your
Neighbor's

Paper-Subsc- ribe

Today for
and Have
5e.Optic
One of Your Own

Try It

Las Vegas Steam Laundry
Phone Main 81.

RETAIL PRICE- S2,000 lb., or More, Each Delivery
1,000 lbs. to 2,000 lbs. Each Delivery
200 Ibt. to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
BO Iba. to
200 Ibt., Each Delivery
Lett Than 50 Ibt, Eah Delivery

GU A PUR

A
usfi

BOUCHER'S

fice.

(BM UL fflFJL CD

Economy, united with High Quality and plenty of Style It a

Always get the best at Nolette's
barber shop.

NOW

This famous mountain resort is now
ready for its 29th season. H. A. Har- rey will welcome the guests as of old.
Miss Rurnham will see to their comfort and enjoyment. Terms as usual,
$10 per week. Carriage out each Wednesday and Saturday morning, returning Tuesdays and Fridays: fare tl
each way.. Leave orders at Murphey's
drug store or Harris Real Estate of

Quality and Style with Low Price

Old Crow sold over the bar at
Long's Buffet.

;

For the Best Meats, Kansas City or
'I
Native, call at the

or Phone Main 16 17

masters were in the Gate City receiv
ing Instructions for the operation of
postal savings banks. These were A.
H. Rockafellow of Roswell, and W.
A. Davis of Clovis. The Roswell xxJ.
tal bank will be opened next Monday
morning, the same date set for the
opening of the Las Vegas bank. The
postal savings department of the Clovis office will open Monday, June 19,
Postofflce Inspector Aldous of Tucum-eari,- .
was in Raton assisting Postmaster F. A. Hill in instructing the prospective postal bankers.
Mr. Blood
says he has received all the supplies
necessary for opening the postal bank
in the local office. A feature of the
banks to which he desires to call attention is the fact that children of ten
years of age may open deposits In
their own names.

Every Day

614 Lincoln Avenue

GRAAF 8r HAYWARD CO. MARKET

F. O. Blood, who returned last night
from, Raton, says that two other post-

A

20o per
25o per
30o per
40o per
60o per

lb.

106
100 Iba.

100 Iba.
100 Ibt.
100 Ibt.

GO SI PA NY

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice the Purity
and
of Which
Have Made Las
Lasting: Qualities
Famous Office 701. Douglas Avenue. Vegas

(Biff

PiDsKsEdandO 4J

Fresh Roasted

Pcfcolntofs

COFFEE

and
.

Chafing. Dishes
AT

JEWELER

OPTICIAN

